






















Residents fume as thousands of new homes 

to be added to crowded inner-west suburbs

• Revised Government plan will lead to fewer high density 

apartments, but criticized for still adding many homes to a crowded 

area. 



Source : Gold Coast Bulletin (Chat room) –

26th May 2017

Arguer contests Pope’s argument, under the 

grounds that there are also walls around 

the Vatican.

Although it may appear that there is a 

similarity between Mexican border and the 

Vatican wall, there are several differences 

with the circumstances as to why the 

Vatican Wall was built:

- The purposes of building the Mexican 

wall is to purely stop immigrants 

crossing the borders.

- The Vatican wall was built in the 800’s 

to stop barbarian invasion, however 

everyone can walk through to the 

Vatican, it was not built for immigration 

purposes

Therefore this is a bad comparison by 

precedents. 

Fallacy

* Vatican Wall was built in the 800s to protect the pope from 

barbarian invasion;

* Anyone can stroll through, nearly almost any time, only metal 

detector’s stand between the Vatican walls and tourists

* In short, Vatican Walls was not built to stop immigrants and 

anyone can walk through to the Vatican 







“Whether unidentified flying objects either exist or not 
has been a topic for a long time… UFOs are usually 
described to have disk-like shapes with strong lights, 
and they normally travel really fast… There are a 
number of evidences to prove that unidentified flying 
objects had not only come to the Earth many years ago, 
but also in recent years, and witnesses have been hurt 
physiologically. Therefore, it is reasonable to believe in 
the existence of alien UFOs. It is reasonable to believe 
that humans have encountered alien UFOs.”



It is reasonable to believe in UFOs

Sighted by people

In 1639, people in America saw a 

luminous object flying up and down the 

Muddy River near Charlestown for two 

to three hours. 

In Norwood, NY, July 1884, there was a sighting of 

a Saturn-shaped UFO (a ball surrounded by a ring)

1. http://channel.nationalgeographic.com/chasing-ufos/articles/five-good-reasons-to-believe-in-ufos/

2. http://www.relativelyinteresting.com/do-ufos-and-aliens-exist-20-reasons-to-be-skeptical/

People who have seen UFOs were 

affect physiologically

Reports show that people who 

had met UFOs suffered from 

burns and temporary deafness, 

to persistent nausea and 

memory loss.

Just because 

“we don’t know” doesn’t make it a 

UFO

One must be careful not to fall 

into the trap of “just because we 

can’t explain it, therefore, aliens”.

Skeptics cannot prove that what was seen 

was not an alien crafts. Since one cannot 

deny them, it is reasonable to believe in their 

existence.



It is unreasonable to believe that the lunar cycle affects human behaviour

No scientific proof of the lunar effect

Theory it is based on doesn’t make sense

Why people may believe in the lunar 

effect

Study on pregnancy rates having no 

correlation with lunar effect

Study on violence in prisons shows no 

correlation with lunar effect

Study shows no correlation between 

crime rates and lunar effect

Study shows no 

correlation between 

post surgical pain and 

lunar effect

Moonlight effect

Gravitational pull from the moon

Biological tides theory

Media

People’s past experiences

Biological tides theory

Introduction of unnatural light

All info explaining this process is 

extremely vague

Ability proven to effect 

tides but not humans

Studies 

prove 

untrue

Frequent repetition in 

entertainment

Reporters trying to spark interest 

among readers/viewers

Proven 

wrong in 

studies

Self deception

Confirmation 

of bias

Selective memory leading to 

correlation & confusion




